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Beating the Odds: The Life and Tirnes of E. A. Milne, by lvleg \feston
Smith (Imperial College Press, London), 2ot1. Pp. z8.z, 21 x t5 cm. Price
{r8'oo fuaperback,ISBN 978 i 84816 go7 4).

This is not a scientiflc biography like Pais's of Einsteinl or Moore's of
Schrodinger2. In the preface, the author quotes Chandrasekhar: "Tell us about
the man; don't worry about the science", and this advice is basically followed,
though of course Milne's scientific work figured largely in his personal life,
and the author, a daughter of Milne, provides about rle right amount of
information about that. The book is divided into 17 lalely chronological
chapters, the title of each indicating one of the main events or themes in Milne's
life during the corresponding time. Edward Arthur Milne, lmown as Arthur,
was born in 1896 to primary-school teachers in Hull. Although he had won
a scholarship to Trinity College, Cambridge, his important work in ballistics
during World \far I provided necessary additional irnperus for an academic
career in Cambridge, Manchester, and Oxford. Milne's rather poor background
was a constant influence in his life and it might be difficult for some today to
realize how difficult an academic career was in the first haif of ttre zoth Cenrury
for those from such backgrounds (though, sadly; ifpresent trends continue, this
might become the case again). After the war, Milne worked mainly in stellar
physics, particularly stellar atmospheres, before later moving into cosmology
and returning to ballistics during\Torld War II.

The book is well written and provides not only a descriprion of Milne's life but
also of academic lit'e in general during the first half of t}te 2oth CenturyJ when
married dons were treated as 'honorary bachelors' and an Oxford classicist
claimed that anyone with a good knowledge of the classics could master physics
in a fortnight. Ttre astronomical community was small enough that most of the
major players knew each other personally. Milne, largely responsible for the
revival of astronomy and astrophysics at the University of Oxford, often held
unorthodox opinions, but at the same time was a pillar of the astronomical
community. Many debates in which Milne was involved are recorded in the
pages of this Magazine.

'I'he author sometimes ref'ers to Milne as "Milne", sometimes as "my father".
This is somewhat distracting, especially since it is not the case that the former is
always used when discussing Milne in general and the latter wheir discussing his
role as the author's father. Referring to the UK, its armed forces, erc., in the first
person (plural) might feel a bit srrange to foreign readers, especially since this is
also not done consistently. Chandrasekhar, though, is almost always referred to
as Chandra, which seems a bit too familiar.

Today, Milne is probably best known for his work in cosmology, though
this is probably due more ro the fact that cosmology is more influenced by
its own history than are other branches of astrophysics. Neither his work on
Newtonian cosmology (a pedagogical'trick'ro present the cosmological models
of General Reiativity in the language of Newtonian physics) nor on Kinemaric
Reiativity (his own alternative cosmological theory, now widely regarded as
a dead end) is described in much detail in rhe text. (fhe foreword by Roger
Penrose contains a brief overyiew of Kinematic Relativity. Penrose was the
third, and now Emeritus, Rouse Bali Professor of Mathematics at the Universiry
of Oxford; Milne was the first, from r9z9 unril his death in r95o.) It is his work
in ballistics which has the most, perhaps somewhat too, detailed description.
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Sometimes, the description of Milne's science is not up to the high level of the
rest of the book. For example, it is implied that the carbon rycle is the main
source of energy in stars G. rz3), but this is only the case for massive stars.
It is also stretching things to say rhat the Einstein-de Sitter cosmological model
"foreshadowed dark matter" (p. rlz). On p. r4o, the description of the currently
allowed possibiiities for the fate of the {Jniverse contains both things which have
been ruled out in classical cosmology (the "Big Crunch" and a cyclic universe)
and speculative ideas outside the mainstream (the "Big Rip"). On p. r94,
it is implied that stars should be younger than the Earth. A real howler is on
p. r95:'0... zero on the IGlvin temperature scale when molecular modon stops
and matter ceases to exist."

Despite some inaccuracies in the description of Milne's science (to which
not much space is devoted), I highly recommend the book (which conrains
more than enough references, to both primary and secondary sources, for thos6
wanting to learn more about Milne's work and its influence), because it does
everything else very well. The long list of acknowledgements is testimony to
the extensive research on the part of the author. One gets a real feeling for
what influenced Milne and what was important to him: his rise from humble
origins to the pinnacle of academia, his tragic lif'e @oth wives too(their own
lives and he himself died at just 54), his Parkinsonism (a particulariy hard blow
which caused the formerly loquacious Milne to speak less and less fluently; a
colleague described him as "a walking corpse"), his colleagues (both friends and
enemies), and his Christian faith. Though the last was certainly important to
Milne, as in the case of Lemaitre (about whom the author repeats the common
misconception that he was a Jesuit * he was educated by Jesuits, and was a
priest, but not a Jesuit himselfl) it doesn't seem to have influenced his scientific
work in any obvious way, though as with I-emaitre some people over-interpret
superfi cial similarities.

I appreciated not having to flip back and forth to read notes: references,
addirional information, and basic facts about individuals (presented when rhey
are flrst mentioned) are all provided as footnotes, of which there are many.
These are usually years of birth and death, scientific positions held, year of
Nobel Prize (if applicable), erc., fhough in the case of Anton Pannekoek the
author uneharacteristically mentions his politieal affiliation (communist) and
fails to mention that he was the director of an institute, a fact which for others is
mentioned if applicable. I am a bit puzzled about rhe source of quotes from the
letters from Milne to McCrea, since these are described as "now lost''in the list
of abbreviations used in the foomotes. The index is good and, as expected for
such a book, contains mostly names oi people.

Eighteen black-and-white photographs (not plates) are included in the
middle of the book. There are comparatively few typographical errors, though
some, such as Groningen for Groningen, are surprising. Others ('.Cephied,,,
"Am. Rev. Astron. Astrophphys.", 1887 as Einstein's year of birth) should have
been obvious to a proof reader familiar with astronomy.

Despite some weaknesses regarding science (which will not confuse most
readers with a background in science), I recommend the book (which is not
primarily about Milne's science) to anyone interested in astronomy, academia,
or their history; it was a very enloyabie read. 

- Pglr r rp HEL-BIG.
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A fourney with Fred Hoyle, znd Edition, by N. Chandra Wickramasinghe
flWorld Scientific, Singapore), 2or3. Pp. 218, 23 x r4.5 cm. Price dz8
(paperback; ISBN 978 g&t 443,6 t2 o).

Professor Sir Fred Hoyle F.R.S. was not wirhout honour even in his own
country, as is clear from his titles, though the ideas he took most seriously
(some sort of steady-state universe and panspermia) were never the majority
opinion anywhere. He was also, at least in relative youth: possessed of enormous
charisma, so rhat those who were converted to his views remained so for the
rest of their careers-The best-known examples were Nobelistlfilliam A. Fowler,
E. Margaret and Geof&ey R. Burbidge - his co-authors orl 'synthesis of the
elements in stars'1 - and Mt. \Filson-Palomar observer H. C. (Chip) Arp. Al1
were more or less committed ro a sready-state model of the lJniverse. Additional
acolltes from the r96os were three Cambridge postdocs: Jamal Islam (n<!w in
Bangladesh), Jayant Narlikar (now professor emeritus in India), and N. C.
!(rickramasinghe (Sri Lankan by birth, professor at Cardiff for many years, and
now at the new University of Buckingham).

The core idea put tbrward by Hoyte and $(/ickramasinghe, and thoroughly
explored and defended here, was frequently parodied as "plagues come from
comet tails". What they meant was that life on Earth was originally seeded
panspermically by bacteria and viruses from distant locales, and that the
delivery of these has continued, providing new genetic material, some friendl1
some not. Thus they did not accept Darwinian evolution, neither the in-situ
mutations nor the survival of the fittest. Panspermia in a steady-state universe
of course allows a ztery long dme for life to get started.

Hoyle was involved in many other controversies, over the founding of the
Anglo-Austalian ObservatorR the non-award <lf a Nobel Prize to Jocelyn 8e11,
and the authenticity of fossils of the feather-bearing porrions of Arclzaeopterlx.
I was surprised to learn that Hoyle picked up this idea from an Israeli, I-ee M.
Spemer (whose visit to ther$Tickramasinghe home was shadowed by the issue of
kosher food; Leon Mestel, whom Chandra respected, couid have helped here!)"

$fho is given credit for what is odd in several places - no menrion that
ttre general interstellar absorption came from Robert Trumpler, but credit to
Fred M. Johnson for having thought of interstellar complex organic molecules
at about the same time as Hoyle and the author. He is professor emeritus at
cal state .L'ullerton, and srill thinks about interstellar organics.The directors of
Hoyle's Institute of (Theoretical) Astronomy after he left go nameless too.

Despite pansperrnia, something like Darwinian evolution creeps into the
author's explanation of the origin of racial prejudice (which he, and his farher
before him at Cambridge, surely experienced). The idea is that as people
followed the retreating ice sheets northward about rrooo years agor they had
very light skins, permifting formation of sufficient vitamin D. Interbreeding
with darker-skinned folks from the south would have yielded rickets-prone
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